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N. Christopher Lawrence, MD Named Best Doctor
in Collin County by D Magazine
(May 23, 2017) McKinney, TX – Healthcare Associates of McKinney is proud to announce that N.
Christopher Lawrence, MD has been selected as a Best Doctor in Collin County for 2016, his sixth time
to receive this prestigious honor.
Published each year in the April issue of D Magazine, this annual list is determined by a peer-review
voting process and highlights the top medical talent in Collin County. This year, 5,837 local doctors from
the D Magazine online directory were invited to vote for up to three doctors in 39 categories. The
nomination form asked them to consider this: Which doctors would you trust with the care of a loved
one? This year, 3,801 votes were cast by 421 voters, and each voter’s Texas medical license was vetted
for validity. After votes were tallied, an anonymous panel of esteemed physicians and D Magazine staff
reviewed the list. Finalists were chosen based on the number of votes in each category. Once the list
was finalized, D Magazine confirmed each doctor’s Texas medical license status and board certification.
This review also included investigating any disciplinary status.
Dr. Lawrence’s esteemed rating from his peers is driven by the care and attention he provides to his
patients. He has been in family practice in McKinney for the past 18 years. He practices traditional family
medicine, caring for babies to elderly patients. His practice style includes an emphasis on wellness and
disease prevention through hormone management and supplementation. He received his Doctor of
Medicine from University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio and then completed a Family
Practice Residency at Cedar Rapids Medical Education Foundation in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Dr. Lawrence
is a Diplomat of the American Board of Family Medicine.
Dr. Lawrence is proud to serve his patients and to be honored as a D Magazine 2016 Best Doctor in Collin
County for the sixth time. He considers it a privilege to serve Collin County and looks forward to
providing superb healthcare for many years to come.
###
About Healthcare Associates of Texas
Healthcare Associates of Texas has been caring for families throughout the greater Dallas/Fort Worth
area for more than a quarter of a century and their patients have become their family. As the populations

within the areas they serve continue to grow, so too has their staff, resources and capabilities. With
three locations to choose from and full on-site diagnostic and laboratory capabilities, Healthcare
Associates of Texas provides high quality care in a convenient and cost-effective manner.

